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Charged with Liveliness: Testing the Biggest Voiced Winners and
Thieves, Finally Parading for Justice with the Halfback
Norris-LaGuardia Nations Picketing Applied Anyone

Kieran Eason

Abstract—This study investigates the impact of voice on political outcomes
by examining the biggest voiced winners and thieves. Through a series of
experiments, the authors test the hypothesis that individuals with more
powerful voices are more likely to succeed in politics and engage in corrupt
behavior. The study also explores the role of justice in holding these indi-
viduals accountable for their actions, with a focus on the Norris-LaGuardia
Act and its impact on picketing and public protest. The results suggest that
voice does play a significant role in political success and corruption, and that
justice systems must take into account the power dynamics associated with
voice in order to effectively combat political misconduct. The study concludes
by advocating for greater awareness of the links between voice, power, and
political outcomes, and for the development of more effective mechanisms
for holding those in power accountable for their actions.
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